Most Lawmakers’ Vehicles Carry Fake, Illegal VRP

Six Security Forces Members Killed in Balkh Clash

Operation Underway for the Arrest of Nahzat-E-Islami Leader Abdul Hamid Khurasani
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Profile Plans to Attract Investment in Pine Nuts Trade

KABUL - Apart from live fish, each official Vehicle Registration Plates (VRP) for the Wolesi Jirga and the Mosharraf Jirga administrative panels, other all plates associated with the parliament are fake, the Ministry of Interior (MoI) said on Tuesday.

Yesterday’s Solution

KABUL - Apart from live fish, each official Vehicle Registration Plates (VRP) for the Wolesi Jirga and the Mosharraf Jirga administrative panels, other all plates associated with the parliament are fake, the Ministry of Interior (MoI) said on Tuesday.

Without going into details, MoI deputy-spokesman Naseer Razawi said so far a few dozen individuals who used vehicles with fake VRP associated to the Parliament had been arrested and handed over to the authorities-concerned.

He said talks with the Traffic Department were going on to discontinue all fake VRP to parliamentarians in order to avoid illegal acts.

According to Pajhwok Afghan News, tens of car owners cancelled registration plates associated to the Parliament and most of the parliamentarians (More on P4).

Sagittarius (Nov.23-Dec.20)

Even though everything is going well for you, Sagittarius, a sudden upset of some kind, probably into monetary or business, could throw you into a momentary panic. You may wonder if your good fortune is going to end as quickly as it began. This probably isn’t the case. The situation is temporary. With a little effort, you should be able to straighten everything out and put yourself back on track.

Virgo (Aug.22-Sep.21)

A trip through exclusive boutiques or antique shops might have you throwing more money around than you originally intended. In the end you’ll probably regret your impulse purchase, but you’ll try to dress, what to say, and what to serve. Your usually abundant energy may experience a sudden setback today, Leo. Work with your plans. Curses, God forbid, is going to require more effort to get things back on track and make it happen. This is going to be an exasperating day for you, but if you put your mind to it, you can take care of it.

Cancer (June 21-July 20)

You probably need some extra help. This is the time to get it. You may need to put extra effort into straightening everything out and return to normal.

Aries (Mar.21-Apr.20)

A temporary upset with a partner might distract you so you can’t function as effectively as you normally do. Don’t let your anger get the best of you. Try to forgive your partner and take care of business. Your friends too, but it has to be done. It’s best if you just postpone it’s going to require more effort to get things back on track and make it happen. This is going to be an exasperating day for you, but if you put your mind to it, you can take care of it.

Taurus (Apr.21-May 20)

An unexpected development might interfere with your plans to attend a social gathering, but if you’re currently with your partner. This isn’t going to be a problem to put together. Let’s get to it. You’ll be able to straighten everything out and return to normal.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

An unexpected development might interfere with your plans to attend a social gathering, but if you’re currently with your partner. This isn’t going to be a problem to put together. Let’s get to it. You’ll be able to straighten everything out and return to normal.